
Mobile 820 shown with Decorative Enhancements.

MOBILE AISLE
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Kwik-File’s Mobile Aisle will allow you to spend

more time on important tasks and less time

searching for critical information or supplies.

Mobile Aisle can also help control the rising

costs of valuable real estate by creating more

“people” space or increasing storage capacity

in your current space.

Mobile Aisle

• Mobile 820 can increase filing capacity by 75% when

compared to conventional filing. 

• Fixed aisles are eliminated. 

• Mobile Aisle utilizes Four-Post, L and T shelving.

• Adjustable shelving accommodates a variety of items.

• Roll out drawers for pendaflex filing and other supplies.

• One-touch filing and retrieval with end-tab folders. 

• Modular and reconfigurable, systems easily relocate. 

• Future expansion of system requires minimal 

dismantling of current system. 

• Mobile Aisle is engineered to meet California’s 

seismic requirements. 

• Decorative Enhancements—a magnetic decorative panel

brings fabric and laminate elements to any filing system.
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• No need to convert to end-tab filing 

folders to take advantage of mobile filing.

• Convert your stationary lateral files 

to a mobile system to increase capacity and 

security with multiple locking options. 

• Roll out drawers, available in three heights and four 

widths, provide limitless storage applications.

Mobilize your drawer filing and save 
as much as 40% of your valuable 
real estate as well as gaining 
additional open shelf storage.

ROLL OUT DRAWERS
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Roll Out Drawers provide adaptable and flexible

storage solutions for small, specialized items as

well as lateral filing.

Roll Out Drawers

• Three heights available - 4.5", 6.0" and 10.5"- in

30", 36", 42" and 48" widths. 

• Select and mix drawer heights specifically to your

storage requirements. 

• Options for storing letter and legal hanging files 

include both front-to-back and left-to-right.

• Smaller partitioned drawers provide a variety of

unique storage options for such items as:

- audio visual materials

- computer media

- forms and documents

- office supplies

- artifacts and collections

- medical supplies

• Unique flush-front design. 

• Full width recessed handle pulls. 

• Heavy-duty, soft closure retention slides. 

• Available options:

- Key lock for the 6.0" and 10.5" drawers
for added security.

- Create front-to-back storage options with
drawer partitions for 4.5" and 6.0" drawers.

- Optional converter bar also available
for front-to-back filing in 10.5" drawers.

Roll Out Drawers available in 4.5", 6.0" and 10.5" heights.

Key lock option for 6.0" and 10.5" height drawers.
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Optional slatwall panels make it 
possible to efficiently store 
almost anything in your 
Mobile Aisle storage system.

Think outside the box!

SLATWALL

8 Weapon and Evidence Storage

Slatwall is a unique addition to Kwik-File 

4-Post shelving, offering exceptional flexibility.

Utilizing storage bins, wire baskets, trays,

shelves, display hooks or other specialized

accessories, Slatwall can provide storage 

solutions for many non-traditional items in 

multiple markets including healthcare, education,

retail and law enforcement.

Slatwall Storage 
& Accessories 

• All steel, painted slatwall is standard.

• Available in multiple widths and heights.

• Can be utilized in both stationary and 

mobile shelving.

• Accessories attach without hardware or fasteners.
Backroom Retail Storage

Textbook and School Supply Storage Medical Equipment Storage 9



Mobile Aisle offers nearly 

unlimited solutions to 

meet your specific 

storage needs. 

Perfect for:

Archival Binders

Weapons

Bankers Boxes

Backroom Inventory

Law Books

Media

Medical Supplies

Office Supplies

Parts

Sporting Goods

Tools

X-rays

…and more

HIGH DENSITY STORAGE
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Sporting Goods

Law Library Medical Supplies
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HIGH DENSITY STORAGE
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The possibilities 
are nearly endless!

Banker's Box Storage

Medical Supplies

Backroom Retail Storage 13



1" bumper protects both shelving and user.

Most heavy-duty mobile systems are grouted

and permanently attached to the floor, but 

statistics suggest that many systems are added

to or relocated within three years. Mobile Aisle

tracks are not grouted, so you can plan ahead

with confidence as Kwik-File’s Mobile Aisle can

move with you. 

Rugged steel tracks feature standard pairs of

levelers positioned every six inches allowing

easy leveling both during and after the 

installation. Mobile Aisle—built to move and

built to last.

Mobile Aisle Features
and Construction

Waist high three prong handle includes range safety lock. 
Security handle with key lock. (Optional) Full width reference shelf. (Optional)

MOBILE AISLE
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• Rugged, non-grouted, interlocking steel track. 

• Track is easily re-leveled. 

• In-track anti-tip mechanism. 

• All steel construction. 

• Mechanical drive requires one pound of effort 

to move 10,000 lbs.

• Modular carriages can support up to 8,000 lbs. each. 

• 820 Mechanical Assist designed for systems up to 

30 feet long. 

• A continuous drive shaft prevents racking in 

longer ranges. 

• 810 Manual designed for smaller systems. 

Section of track showing heavy-duty 
construction and leveling glides.

Interlocking track sections (separated to 
highlight interlocking and angled joint).

System shown with ADA/incline 
ramp. (Optional)

Detail photo depicting non-grouted 
track, wheel channel assembly, unfinished 

decking, full-length drive shaft, modular 
bases, and 4-post uprights and supports.
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MOBILE LITE
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Mechanical end panel utilizes a
full-length driveshaft to ensure
simultaneous movement.

ADA compliant, heavy-duty 
aluminum track with anti-tip 
feature for safety. No 
grouting required.

Aluminum carriages support up 
to 1,000 lbs. per linear foot.

An affordable mobile filing system that won’t

break the budget. Mobile Lite not only costs

less, it installs in half the time compared to 

larger, heavy-duty systems.

Regardless of length, a continuous drive shaft

allows the carriage to travel smoothly. Mobile

ranges are complete with a waist-high handle

including range safety lock, allowing each 

carriage to be locked into place while the user

is retrieving information.

Mobile Lite

• Affordable filing solution that installs in 

half the time. 

• Increases filing capacity by eliminating 

fixed aisles. 

• Mobile Lite costs less per filing inch than 

most alternative filing solutions. 

• In-track anti-tip safety feature. 

• Reference shelf. (Optional)Waist high handle includes range lock. 
Security handle with key lock. (Optional)

Medical Supplies
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This specially designed ARC Rotary Work

Center provides convenient storage options for

end-tab and top-tab filing, binders, supplies

and other work related materials. The counter

height, oval work surface, allows for easy viewing

of files or materials and provides a standing

height meeting space. Adjustable height stools

fit easily at either end providing a comfortable

sitting work area. The Work Center is available

in letter and legal depths with a variety of 

interior accessories.

An ARC starter and two adders shown.

ARC ROTARY FILES

ARC Work Center
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ARC Rotary Files will fit into nearly any office

setting, providing superior accessibility 

compared to traditional lateral files. The open

shelf design combined with the rotating, 

“cabinet within a cabinet” gives you greater

access to more files. The rotating mechanism

self-locates every 90 degrees eliminating 

the need for the clumsy foot pedal used on

some competitor’s cabinets. ARC Rotary Files 

come with a standard lock providing security

and peace-of-mind with every cabinet.

ARC Rotary Files

• ARC rotates effortlessly, eliminating the need 

for clumsy and noisy foot pedals.  

• ARC’s universal base allows you to expand 

your system in either direction. 

• Available in three, four, five, six, seven and

eight tier preconfigured models for letter 

or legal files.

• Units are lockable and secure.

• Wide selection of mixed media storage 

options include:

- Reference shelf

- Fixed slotted shelves

- Roll out drawers in five heights for both
letter or legal depths

- Roll out shelves

- Roll out hanging file frames

- Pass through shelves, ideal for box storage

• ARC-in-the-Box available. Units are assembled.

Leveling and shelf/divider installation is required.

ARC Reference Shelf

ARC Roll Out Drawer

Effortless rotation with self-relocate mechanism every 90 degrees.
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• A cabinet design that gives you multi-media 

storage options.

• Horizontal, receding doors keep the aisle clear 

for passers-by.

• Closed door provides a clean and 

attractive appearance.

• Lower cost per filing inch than vertical or lateral

drawer files.

• Available in three standard heights and widths.

• Can be installed on Mobile Aisle and Kwik-Track.

• Reference Shelf. (Optional)

Gain approximately six square feet 

each time a File Harbor Cabinet replaces 

an existing 42" wide lateral file.

The File Harbor cabinet is the most unique 

and universal cabinet on the market, solving

your storage problems once and for all. The 

key to the File Harbor’s appearance, security

and function is the locking tambour door. When

opened, the entire contents are fully exposed

and easily accessed. Significant cost reductions

can be achieved when File Harbor cabinets

are utilized in individual workstations, providing

privacy between users and flexible, high 

density storage. 

File Harbor Cabinets

FILE HARBOR
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A range of interchangeable components allows

File Harbor cabinets to adapt easily to your future

needs and store a variety of mixed media.

Components include shelves for both letter and

legal, end-tab files, binders, rails for suspended

pockets, a roll out drawer for office supplies

and CDs, and roll out frames for hanging files.

File Harbor Accessories

Roll Out Drawers (Optional)

Reference Shelf (Optional)
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Four-Post shelving offers the most space 

efficient and economical solutions for your 

filing needs. Greater visibility allows one touch

retrieval of end tab filing. Stationary Four-Post

shelving can be easily mobilized on Mobile

Aisle, Mobile Lite and Kwik-Track, compacting

valuable floor space and increasing capacity.

Common applications include letter and legal

end tab filing, box and archival storage and a

variety of custom storage options.

Four-Post

• Available in four standard heights and widths.

• Available in letter and legal depths.

• Shelves adjust on 11⁄2" centers.

• Dividers adjust on 3" centers.

• Easily assembled, no hardware required.

Optional Accessories

• Security Shade

• Back panel 

• Reference shelf

• Roll out drawers

• Slatwall

HIGH DENSITYOPTIONS
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• Multiple letter and legal configurations 

are available.

• Low profile ramp is ADA compliant.

• In-track anti-tip safety feature. 

• Aluminum track with steel inserts.

• Future expansion of system requires 

minimal dismantling of current system.

To increase filing capacity in limited space,

Kwik-Track allows you to place stationary

shelving against the wall with either one or two

rows of laterally moving units on tracks. 

Kwik-Track’s versatility allows you to mobilize

open file shelving or cabinets providing greater

filing efficiency.

Kwik-Track

Four Post Accessories

Optional Roll Out Drawers available in 4.5", 6" and 10.5" heights. Steel slatwall panels adapt Four-Post units for non-traditional 
storage options.
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X-Ray shelving offers the strength needed to

support X-Rays, mammography, MRI scans and

a variety of other heavy-duty storage items. 

X-Ray shelving, similar to Four-Post in design,

offers full visibility of your files.

X-Ray

Secure your investment with Kwik-File’s

Security Shade, a vertical locking tambour door

that provides an affordable alternative to 

purchasing new locking filing systems.

Security Shade

• X-Ray shelving will support up to 1,000 lbs. per shelf.

• Available in either single face or double face depths.

• Available in four standard widths.

• Easily assembled, no hardware required.

• Security Shade. (Optional)

• Oversized X-Ray dividers adjust on 3" centers.

• Standard 18-gauge steel shelves.

• Easily installed on existing Four-Post Shelving

with basic width and height dimensions.

• No need to remove files for door installation.

• Doors and tracks are available in three widths

and three heights with graphite color finish.

• Steel housing for doors is available in 12

standard colors. Custom colors available

upon request.

• Can be used with Stationary Four-Post, X-Ray,

Mobile Lite, Kwik-Track, and Mobile Aisle.

Note: Security Shade can not be used with 

a reference shelf.

HIGH DENSITYOPTIONS
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Stackable Files

• Stackable to 8 tiers high.

• Stackable tiers sold in pairs.

• 36" (4 shelf dividers) and 48" (6 shelf dividers)
widths, letter and legal depth.

• Bases (2" or 4") available with heavy duty levelers.

• Reference shelf available.

• Available in Pebble Gray and Sand Beige.

Stackable files offer a versatile option to 

traditional filing at an economical price and are

easy to assemble. Perfect for small and medium

size offices that require flexibility and growth options.

Reference Shelf (Optional)

Multiple configuration options up to 8 tiers.

STACKABLE FILES
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Maximize your filing space with rugged and

affordable Flip n’ Files. Units offered in a choice

of open or closed door designs feature fixed

shelves with standard wire dividers. Open units

provide instant visual access to files while

closed door units offer added confidentiality

and protection of materials. The retractable spring

assisted doors with recessed pulls respond

easily to touch for quick and full accessibility to

files while not blocking your aisle ways.

Flip ‘N File

• 36" wide open or closed door units available

in 5, 6 and 7 tiers. 

• Each unit allows for both letter and legal 

depth filing. 

• 4 dividers provided per shelf, adjustable on 1" 

increments; additional dividers available 

for purchase. 

• Recessed pulls on closed door units. 

• Label holders are provided for ease of 

identification of files on closed door units. 

• Adjustable levelers and glides assure the unit 

is sturdy and operates smoothly. 

• A lock is a standard security feature on each 

closed door unit.

HIGH DENSITYOPTIONS
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• Organize, sort, collate, and store forms, 

literature, binders and more. 

• Available in two heights and two widths. 

• 42 standard configured models or create 

your own. 

• Interlocking shelves adjust on 1⁄2" increments. 

• All welded steel construction with 18-gauge 

steel shelves and supports. 

• Locking door. (Optional)

Nothing offers as many ways to eliminate office

clutter than Kwik-File’s Forms Storage Cabinet.

Interchangeable all-steel components allow you

to reconfigure your interior space to organize

virtually any size media. Sorting shelves have a

thumbcut design and beveled flanges on the

front edge of each shelf for easy retrieval and

labeling. Optional roll out work shelf allows you

to sort and retrieve stored information quickly

and efficiently.

Forms & Storage 

FORMS & STORAGE
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